XPS™ Multi-Carrier
Packing and Shipping
Built Exclusively for SAP

In the past, Parcel and LTL shipping choices were limited to carrier-supplied
software and shipping stations, third party bolt-on applications, or manual
processes. Today, users are operating in a multi-carrier world, with many choices
for carrier options. XPS is a global solution that delivers end-to-end parcel shipping
and manifesting functionality as a natural extension of your SAP® landscape.
XPS seamlessly unifies processes across carriers and empowers users to increase
efficiency, improve customer service, enhance visibility and maximize ROI.

Comprehensiveness

Key Benefits
S
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automate the packing and
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A
across carriers
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T
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 entrally manage installation,
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Designed to work as a natural extension of your existing SAP environment, XPS
provides SAP users the ability to route, pack, ship and manifest deliveries—all
from within your SAP landscape. Leveraging the SAP ecosystem, XPS software
spans every part of the shipping and manifesting process.
SAP technology, combined with XPS’s architectural framework, allows for
easy integration to external devices such as fixed-mount scanners, conveyer
systems, scales, dimensionalizers and label applicators.

L
 everage strong partnerships
with SAP
S
 upport business growth and
onboard new sites quickly
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Flexibility

Value

As the integration point between your SAP®
landscape and carrier systems, XPS leverages
SAP data to create and coordinate messages
across multiple parcel, regional and LTL
carriers. This synergistic process generates
the necessary shipping documents and
labels while storing critical shipping data in
your SAP system and empowering you to
access it at any time, from any device.

XPS delivers value throughout the outbound
packing and shipping process in both improved
operational efficiencies and cost reduction.
Internal efficiencies can be realized by reducing
bottlenecks, increasing throughput, providing the
exact same process for the end user regardless
of the carrier or service and making the tracking
information available within SAP. From a customer
service perspective, improvements can be seen
in providing freight estimates at the time of order,
address validation, custom email alerts and POD
with signature image.

XPS users can rely on a single, unified
interface regardless of location, destination,
carrier or mode—virtually eliminating the
complexity of multi-carrier integration. As a
result, users can deploy to additional sites
quickly and seamlessly.

Visibility
XPS eliminates bottlenecks and improves
customer service by enabling end users to
access accurate freight estimates and order
information throughout the entire shipping
process, providing complete visibility and
traceability over shipments anywhere in your
supply chain. As a result, they can proactively
address late deliveries and send customized
emails to end customers, internal sales teams
and logistics coordinators.

Cost Savings
Freight cost reductions can be realized through
real-time rate shopping, by carrier and mode.
XPS supports days in transit calculations for
comparisons between ground or air, Parcel or LTL,
in addition to automated rate shopping across
carriers. The solution also includes customizable
routing guides to help ensure the optimal cost and
service level for each shipment.

“SCT’s XPS shipping solution gave us
an ROI of 100K in just three months!”
— Paul Gall, Corporate Director of Logistics, VIRCO

About SCT Software

SCT Software is a leading provider of innovative logistics execution software servicing the SAP® user community. SCT software
solutions are used globally by manufacturers and distributors to streamline the logistics process. The company’s products give
customers increased visibility ensuring supply chain efficiency. Using SCT solutions, customers gain a competitive edge by reducing overall operational cost, improving customer service levels and increasing profitability. Focused exclusively on complimenting SAP® logistics capabilities, SCT solutions enable customers to leverage the investment in their SAP® landscape while
providing best-of-breed functionality.

601 21st Street, Suite 300, Vero Beach, FL, 32960
P: 732.282.1000

F: 732.282.1005

Visit www.sctsoftware.com or email info@sctsoftware.com for more information.

